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Cover Photo - Photo of the Month
Photo taken by Steve Simpson - an entry way at Flagler College in St. Augustine, Florida.
Please see page 21-22 for other photos submitted
Newsletter editor: Bonnie Mangold - submissions to CCOHnews@gmail.com by 20th of
the month
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CHAIR’S MESSAGE by KEN WEAVER
The 2018 Annual Print Competition is a little over a month and a half away, on
June 26, but I want you all to be thinking about what images you will print and enter. For many of you this will be the first time that you have participated in an exhibition of this type. The rules of the event are set in a document called a Prospectus
which is available online. Please read it thoroughly before proceeding with the making of your print. Read the Classification of Photographers document to determine
in which group you will be competing (Enthusiast or Advanced).
The Annual Print Competition meeting is the most attended General Meeting of
the year and parking may be at a premium. So, if you are a participant, you will
need to get your print in to the registration table between 5:30 pm and 6:15 pm.
Only pre-registered prints will be accepted and only before 6:15 pm. The prints will
all be displayed around the room for both the membership and the judges to preview. The Members will be voting for the People’s Choice Awards.

2018 Monthly Meeting
Themes For Photo Submissions

2018 Monthly Meeting Topics
and Presenter

Gimme Your Best Shot

May - Wildlife in National Parks by Dee
Langevin

May - Pathways

June - Print Competition - Judges John
Smith, Jeff Miller, Suzanne Ball (TBC)

August - Image Design by Jennifer King

July - Perspective - Photo Critique by
Susanna Euston

September - Sharing Creative Visions
(New!) - presentations by members

October - Contrast - Photo Critique by
John Smith

November - Light Room Post Processing
Made Easy by Les Saucier

Themes for website submission

June - Numbers
August - Architecture
September - Shape or Form
November - Blue

December - Christmas Party
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General Interest
Dunning-Krue\ger-Effect submitted by Werner Bonitz

Check out the equipment mart on the Camera Club of
Hendersonville Home page - near the bottom of the left
side index - some Nikon Lenses and a mat cutter

https://luminous-landscape.com/
This site is one of the best. They require a small
subscription fee ($ 1/month) and it is worth every penny.
I found the videos with Charles Cramer which are part of
the "shooting with the masters" series (see links below).
About 8-10 years ago I took a digital printing class with
Charles Cramer and Bill Atkinson out in California. Bill
was on the original Apple crew and instrumental in
developing the Mac computer (see Wikipedia below).
While Charles was the aesthetic master, Bill was the
brain with software and hardware.
I like Charles’ photographs a lot, not so much Bill's
(overly saturated). If you really want to learn how to get
the most out of your photographs (and print them) then
watch Charles critique and process digital photographs,
both his own and others.
https://luminous-landscape.com/shooting-with-themasters-charles-cramer-part-7/
http://www.charlescramer.com/
From Werner Bonitz
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Previous Meeting - Balance and Symmetry Critique by DON MCGOWAN

Don reflected that the majority of photos submitted were of
the symmetrical type with half the frame identical or nearly
so to the other half. A few were created in the digital
darkroom by duplicating a portion of the photo then flipping
it either in half or in fourths.
For several “symmetrical” photos it was suggested that the
photographer move slightly to capture a more perfect
symmetry assuming that was the goal.
Examples of symmetrical photos are shown:

Angel Wings by Greg Lambert - above

In Love by John Ayre - left
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Previous Meeting - Balance and Symmetry Critique by DON MCGOWAN - continued

The rest of the photos were asymmetrical. Balance
was achieved by various elements within the photo - for
example, the cloud mass balancing the tree; the large
tower balancing the city in the distance, or the grass
balancing the rock mass. Balancing of elements was
achieved through mass, light vs dark, or with colors.
All photos can be accessed on the website. LINK??
Cades Cove - left by Gary Lightner
Grass and Rocks - below left by Paula Stankovich
Mosque and City - below right by David Avigdor
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Upcoming Meeting - Wild Life in the National Parks Presentation by DEE LANGEVIN
Dee Langevin is an avid amateur photographer
living in Townsend, DE. Dee joined PSA in 2009
and earned her PPSA distinction in 2012, her
EPSA distinction in 2013 and her MPSA distinction
in 2016. She has earned multiple Galaxies in PID
Color and Nature, as well as multiple stars in PID
Monochrome, PJ and Photo Travel. Dee has
garnered several hundred medals and awards in
international competition. Her photos have been
exhibited at Longwood Gardens, Kennett Square
PA, Biggs Museum, Dover DE, the Delaware
Museum of Natural History, Wilmington DE, and
at the Odessa National Golf Club, Odessa DE and
her images have been printed in a number of
publications.

May 2018

Dee has been a member of the Delaware
Photographic Society since 2008, where she has
served as Recording Secretary, Chair of the
Standards Committee and Chair of the
Wilmington International Exhibition of
Photography. She has won top honors in club
competition each year since she joined the club.
Dee retired as an analytical chemist in 2006 and
is very active in her community as Chair of the
Communications Committee
Check out her gallery here with some examples
below
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Upcoming Field Trip(s):
See the website page for a description here
RSVP: please reply on the CCOH exchange. This will give
everyone attending notice of who will be going. This way if you
need a ride you can pre-plan who you will be riding with and help
us move along in the mornings of the meetup. See you there!

May 29th - Riverbanks Zoo and Garden near
Columbia SC

May 15th - John Rock Milepost on Blue Ridge
Parkway, Views of Pilot Mountain, Looking Glass
Rock and lunch at Pisgah Inn
Possible overnight - Harleyville -boardwalk through a swamp The Riverbanks Zoo and Garden is home to more than 2,000
magnificent and fascinating animals and one of the nation's most
beautiful and inspiring botanical gardens. The lush 170-acre site
features dynamic natural habitat exhibits, scenic river views,
spectacular valley overlooks and significant historic landmarks.

Photo from the internet by andrew mendhenk at
http://www.blueridgeparkwaydaily.com/looking-glass-rock-fromjohn-rock-trail/
Photos from the website: https://www.riverbanks.org/
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The Learning Corner - GINNY BEDELL, Education Director
Exploring the Power of Photoshop Layers
The concept of using Photoshop Layers was mentioned by many of the participants in our March, 2018
Before & After / Side by Side program.
Layers are a big part of Photoshop since they enable you to transform your photos into anything you can
imagine!

Photoshop layers are like sheets of stacked acetate
(think “old overhead projector”). You can see
through transparent areas of a layer to the layers
below. You move a layer to position the content
on the layer, like sliding a sheet of acetate in a
stack. You can also change the opacity of a layer
to make content partially transparent

So, let’s take a look this month at a couple of resources that
demonstrate how to use layers in the Layers panel, resize the
contents of a layer, add images to a layered file, and work with a
background layer in Adobe Photoshop CC.
1. Take a look at, and download images from, the tutorial below to learn how to create, re-order, resize, add images to
layers, etc. to create a great image!
https://helpx.adobe.com/photoshop/how-to/ps-layersbasics.html

Working with layers in the Layers panel
Resizing layers
Adding images to a design
Convert a Background layer into a regular layer
2. Or, perhaps you might like to look at Chapter 8 (Layer Essentials) along with its practice (downloadable) image in
our recently acquired book entitled Photoshop CC Visual
QuickStart Guide by Weinman and Lourickas (2014).

This tutorial covers:
Viewing and selecting layers in the Layers panel
May 2018
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The Learning Corner - GINNY BEDELL, Education Director - Continued
Exploring the Power of Photoshop Layers - continued

�� Changing the layer opacity
�� Using lock options

The chapter covers a myriad of topics including:

�� Choosing layer panel options

�� Creating layers

�� Filter listings

�� Selecting layers

�� Merging layers

�� Restacking layers

�� Flattening layers

�� Creating layer groups
�� Deleting layers and groups
�� Hiding and showing layers
�� Repositioning layer content

Lots of other resources are available via a Google search. Hopefully,
these resources will prove to be a helpful start for those who are
mystified about layers.
Let me know if you have any favorites that you’d like to share with club
members. You can always contact me at education.ccoh@gmail.com.

New additions to the CCoH Lending Library

Photoshop CC: Visual QuickStart Guide (2014 release) by Elaine Weinmann and Peter Lourekas - PeachPit Press
This best-selling guide from authors Elaine Weinmann and Peter Lourekas has been the go-to
tutorial and reference book for photography/design professionals and the textbook of choice in
college classrooms for decades. This edition includes their trademark features of clear, concise,
step-by-step instructions; hundreds of full-color images; screen captures of program features; and
supplemental tips and sidebars in every chapter.
Among the new CC features covered in this extensively updated guide are: Smart Sharpen, Adobe
Camera Raw as filter, intelligent upscaling, multi-shape and path selection, and camera shake
reduction. New and updated Photoshop CC features are clearly marked with bright red stars in both
the table of contents and main text.
May 2018
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The Learning Corner - GINNY BEDELL, Education Director - Continued
CCoH Lending Library - New Additions - Continued

The Adobe Photoshop CC Book for Digital Photographers (2015) by Scott Kelby – New Riders
In this book Scott Kelby brings learning to a whole new level. He shows you step by step the exact
techniques used by today’s cutting-edge digital photographers; and uncovers more of the latest, most
important, and most useful Adobe Photoshop techniques for digital photographers. Learn more about
processing RAW images, quickly correcting the most common digital photo problems, sharpening
techniques used by the pros, processing HDR, using the Content-Aware, using video editing features to
make movies from your DSLR videos, the latest Photoshop special effects for photographers and a host of
shortcuts, workarounds, and slick insider tricks to send your productivity through the roof. Kelby also
includes a special chapter with his own workflow, from start to finish, and each chapter ends with a
Photoshop Killer Tips section. Four bonus chapters, along with all the images used in the book for download
on the book’s companion webpage are also available to you the reader!

Complete Digital Photography 5th Edition (2010) by Ben Long - Course Technology
This book will guide you through every aspect of digital photography, from shooting through
postproduction and printing, to help you master the theory and technical skills required of a great
photographer. In an easy-to-understand format, you'll uncover the fundamental photographic knowledge you
need to solve common dilemmas and challenges and advance your photographs to a new level. You'll learn
everything from how a camera works and how to choose the camera that's right for you, through shooting,
image editing, output, and workflow. You'll also explore the basics of artistry in photography, including
finding a subject, composition, lighting, and more. This fifth edition features both new material and a
revised and more user-friendly organizational structure. Tutorials and exercises throughout the book will
help you practice the techniques presented in each chapter.
A BIG thanks to Rich DeSimone for finding these new resources!
Enjoy exploring these new CCoH resources.
May 2018
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Inspirational Photographer - Ragnar Axelsson - https://rax.is/
Thanks to Werner Bonitz for submitting this
photographer

“Ragnar Axelsson, Rax, (b. 1958) is an Icelandic
photojournalist who has has spent the last 30 years
photographing the people, weather, and landscape in
some of the most remote and isolated regions of the
Arctic including Iceland, Greenland, and Siberia.
He has been a photographer at the Icelandic newspaper,
Morgunbladid, since 1976, and has also worked on freelance assignments all over the world, documenting the
uprisings in Latvia and Lithaunia; the lives of Yakut
farmers and herders; AIDS patients in Mozambique and
South Africa; the landscape of Antarctica; and other
work in China and the Ukraine.
Rax’s work has been featured in publications such as
LIFE, Newsweek, Stern, GEO, National Geographic,
Time, and Polka, and has also been exhibited widely. He
has published 6 books in various international editions,
his most recent, Andlit Nordursins (The Face of The
North), winning the 2016 Icelandic Book Prize.
Ragnar has won numerous awards for his work including
over 20 Icelandic Photojournalist Awards;The Leica
Oskar Barnack Award (Honorable Mention); The Grand
Prize, Photo de Mer, Vannes; and Iceland’s highest
honor, the Order of the Falcon, Knight’s Cross, for his
work in the Arctic.” - from the bio page of his website

Source for all information and photos is the website in the title - approval
received from the photographer to publish this in our newsletter
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Improving Your Bird Photography……………………………………………KEN WEAVER

Several people have commented
about how difficult it is to photograph birds. Unlike buildings or
mountains, birds don’t wait around
for you to get your camera just right
to capture the perfect image! Because they won’t wait, you will need
to set up your camera in advance to
get the perfect image.
Here are several things to do before
you even see the birds. Plan on using
a fast shutter speed of at least
1/1000 of a second if they are in
flight or 1/640 of a second even if
they are somewhat stationary…they
will flutter or move their heads even
when perched! Now this is all dependent on light availability and in order
to get these ideal shutter speeds you
may have to increase your ISO or
open up your Aperture.
High Island Nest Builder
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Improving Your Bird Photography by KEN WEAVER - continued

You will next need to maximize your burst rate. Move the
frame advance control from single frame to high continuous. Make sure you have fresh batteries. I recommend
switching from the Jpeg setting to Raw setting because the
buffer in the camera will react faster and not overload as
easily. Multiple battery packs in some cameras will help
the burst rate.
You will get better results in Auto Focus if you set your
camera up so that a back button becomes your focus button instead of your shutter button. I highly recommend
that you watch this video link which is one of the best explanations of the why and how to do it.
Now that you have set up your camera, you will need to
put yourself in front of the birds. Often you will need to sit
for half an hour or so without moving before the birds appear. Patience is a highly necessary virtue in bird photography. Use of a blind or area where you can hide is
recommended. If you go to a rookery you will have great
opportunities to capture images. Realize that not all of
your photos will be excellent. If I walk away in an afternoon
with one good photo of a bird I will consider it successful!
Above right: Wood Stork
Below Right: Great Egret Building Nest
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Improving Your Bird Photography by KEN WEAVER - continued

Snowy Egret Stretching Neck Out
May 2018
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The Long Journey to a Printed Book……………………………………………..……JORDAN MILLER

My photographic journey started many years earlier when
I received a box camera from my parents at about 9 years
old. There was an instant love affair (this camera and I)
because I discovered a way to express what I saw and felt
in my world, my soul, the colors, dark, light, the shape,
line, sadness, anger, happiness, success, failure, fear,
and determination.
The process of visualizing and creating photographic
images that express what I see and feel was and is and
always will be a high for me. After the click of the shutter, I
immediately begin looking for the next inspiration. I never
forget that previous image, but my new focus could be a
slightly or totally different inspiration. Explaining this
creative process to somebody else may seem like the
whole thing is at least convoluted and mysterious, but it
progresses naturally in my workflow. It is part of my DNA.
Photography was a part of my life growing up.

Jordan Miller with his camera - a self-portrait in front of the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art

His photos in this article were all candid and shot under all kinds of
circumstances.
May 2018
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The Long Journey to a Printed Book by JORDAN MILLER - continued

Above: Venice Canal with a bridge. A high key shot that represents an interesting
architectural location in Los Angeles.
Right: Griffith Park, Los Angeles - representing the feeling of what transpires at a
Love-In

I was not able to find a direction in college, but was still playing with
photography. My family had little money beyond food and shelter and
didn’t see how I would make a living by taking pictures. So after
awhile, I volunteered for the Army Security Agency and processed
information about our enemies during the Vietnam War.
Somehow this all brought my future into focus and several years later
I left the agency and applied and was accepted at The Art Center
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The Long Journey to a Printed Book by JORDAN MILLER - continued
College of Design in Los Angeles.
One day, thinking about an
assignment for a class, I came up
with the idea of photographing L. A.,
its architecture, people, places, and
even the “Love Ins”, and including
the various protests of the war and
society. This upheaval was
something I heard little of while out
of the country, but upon returning
saw the unrest in our society with its
sharp divides.
My book is the culmination of doing
that project and finding these
pictures many years later in my
archives after my career as an
advertising photographer in Los
Angeles. This career allowed me to
take pictures of all sorts of subjects
like cars, food, industrial, fashion,
cosmetics, etc. It was by accident in
finding these pictures and six years
of stop and start that has ended in a
printed result. Determination, which
has always been part of my
personality and probably a good part
of my success in my career also
brought me to the printing of this
book I call “A Time and Place.” (A
test copy has been made for editing
with a full-run to come)
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Shake it Up for Creativity! by SUSANNA EUSTON
I don’t know about you, but I seem to move between “photography
genres.” By that I mean that while I love classical/photo-realistic,
Eliot Porter- or Charles Cramer-type Intimate Landscape images,
and shoot a lot of them, I also love to shoot using creative
techniques. More on that below!
Right now, I’m continuing to add to my life-long portfolio of water
images and went to Big Creek this week to work on that project.
(Some of my waterfall images will be seen in a show,

Contemplative Art in an Age of Distraction, that I’m curating for the Asheville Area Arts
Council. The opening reception will be on July 6th.) But, even though I went to Big Creek
to work on water images, the abstract snuck in as it usually does! An example can be
seen in this image of a dogwood off the parking area at Big Creek. (above right).
I love abstract art, especially the nineteenth-century’s Impressionists. And I love abstract
photography, especially Intentional Camera Movement (ICM) and other motion
techniques, which can create a beautiful, painterly look in an image. ICM can evoke a
sense of the energy in a scene, a tree, or a flower; or perhaps its movement in the
breeze.
As images, they are beautifully unique, painterly and, just plain fun to create! The really
cool thing is that one can shoot them in overcast (see page two, top right) or sun! Bright
sun, in particular, can create some stunning effects. So, it can be an all-day technique
in-between the “magic hours.” (left image - Sunlit Autumn in Pisgah National Forest).
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Shake it Up for Creativity! by SUSANNA EUSTON - continued

And ICM and other motion techniques aren’t limited to just
landscape photography—they can transform street scenes into
collages of elements and color that challenge the viewer. (above
left - In Front of French Broad Chocolates, Asheville)

light distribution in composition—and more, including compositing
techniques, or the combination of images for yet more creative
effects.

My upcoming Photographic Artistry Workshop, The Art of Abstract
Photography, June 1-2-3, 2018, will inspire your vision and give
you a pallet of tools to expand your creative options.

Learn more at
http://www.susannaeustonphotography.com/artistry-workshops.

We’ll explore camera and lens movement, the effects and control
of aperture and shutter speed, the importance of using color and
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Other Photos Submitted for Cover Photo

In the future, there will NOT be separate submissions for the
Cover Photo but rather they will be chosen from photos already
submitted the previous month - they will be chosen from the
Critique and Gimme Your Best Shot submissions

Ken Weaver - Lake Reflection
Reid Northrup from the Tobacco Barn
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Other Photos Submitted for Cover Photo - Continued
Herk Schmidt - Fermi Lab - looking up from the inside
The outside more recognizable shot of lab shown is below right
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Upcoming Exhibits and Workshops

SouthEast Center for Photography - Greenville, S.C.

Mountainlens Workshops

Call for Submissions:

Mindfulness and Photographic Seeing: Don McGowan &
Bonnie Cooper May 3-6

Seasons: Exhibition opens 5/11
Home Exhibition Opens 6/1/18
MEMORY OF PLACE
Our juror for Memory of Place is Susan Spiritus. Susan Spiritus
has been a leader in the field of fine art photography for 42 years,
opening the doors to her Southern California gallery in 1976 so
that she could share her passion for photography with others.
Submissions Close 5/6/18
Exhibition Opens 7/6/18

May 2018
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Texture Workshop: Donna Eaton May 17-20 OR Oct 11-14
The Art of Abstract Photography: An Intensive in Creating Unique
Images In-Camera Susanna Euston - June 1-3
Beyond the Visible: An Intensive in Infrared Landscape
Photography Susanna Euston - July 13-15
Creative Composition: Designing Your Image Susanna Euston
- August 24-26
Ultimate Nature Lover’s Workshop - Brian Peterson - April 1114, 2019
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Upcoming PSA Workshops
PSA also arranges numerous photo outings
in and around the Conference city. At each
Conference, the Society’s extensive Print
Collection is on exhibit. World-renowned
speakers present timely topics of interest
followed by receptions. Many photography
vendors have displays and demonstrate and
answer questions about their products and
services which help with purchasing
decisions.
The PSA International Conference, one of
the best networking events of the year, is
open to PSA members and non-members. It
is a great way to meet people who share the
same passion, have a personal encounter
with accomplished photographers, improve
skills, learn more about PSA and renew
longtime acquaintances. For many
members, it is their first PSA activity.

The Photographic Society of America's
(PSA) week-long International Annual
Conference offers you the opportunity to
improve your photographic skills by
participating in a myriad of activities. The
conference is an educational and
networking experience held each year in
September or October in a different US
city.
I have attended several conferences over
the last few years- 2014 Albuquerque,
2016 San Antonio, and the 2017
Pittsburgh Conference. During a
May 2018

conference, registrants participate in
classes, workshops, instructional photo
shoots and photo tours. The opening of
the conference is a business meeting
which also recognizes member
achievements with award presentations.
Each of the various PSA divisions hold
their business meeting, open to all
conference attendees, during the
conference. This is an excellent
opportunity to learn how each division
contributes to the society as a whole.

www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com

The psa-photo.org website provides up-todate information about the conference as
the various workshops, classes, tours,
programs and speakers are organized.
Online registration for this year’s Salt Lake
City Conference and the hotel opens around
the beginning of May. The Conference
begins on September 30, 2018 and ends on
October 6, 2018.
Feel free to contact me if you have
questions.
Ken Weaver
kennethweaver@kenzlenz.com
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End Notes and New Member Galleries
Your Input is Requested
The newsletter requests your input. We are
looking for
● Inspirational photographers outside our
area to be profiled in future newsletters
● Tips or tricks
● Interesting apps for smart phones,
● Before and after post editing shots with
a brief overview of what was done
● Upcoming photography contests or
exhibits
● Favorite Locations near or far
● Favorite Subject matter
● Anything you think would be of interest
to your fellow photographers!
Submit material to CCOHnews@gmail.com
by the 25th of the month to be included in
the following month’s newsletter.
Submission guidelines

Columns and Lights by Bonnie Mangold

Legal Stuff
Contents of this newsletter are copyrighted 2018 by the Camera Club of Hendersonville, NC or it’s members except where noted. All image copyrights are held by
the photographer. You may not copy, distribute for hire, or use for commercial gain any contents of this newsletter without the explicit written permission of the
copyright holder. Any links to external websites provided in this newsletter are provided as a courtesy. They should not be construed as an endorsement by the
Camera Club of Hendersonville of the content or views of the linked materials. The information contained is for general information purposes only. The
information is provided by the Camera Club of Hendersonville, a not-for-profit organization, and while we endeavor to keep the information up to date and correct,
we make no representations or warranties of any kind.
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